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Synonyms

  Week 4 Day 1: Week 4 Day 1: Cursive Vocab Cursive Vocab novicenovice

Antonyms

Definition:

A/////////////
beekeeper/should/
be/very/careful/
around/the/bees.

Part of 
Speech:
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Directions: Roll and Solve the Math

Week 4 Day 1: MultiplicationWeek 4 Day 1: Multiplication
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Week 4 Day 1: ComprehensionWeek 4 Day 1: Comprehension

Do you think the ants will enjoy the ant
Farm?

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Riley grabbed a magnifying glass, a small plastic scooper, a clear plastic 

container, and her book “1001 Amazing Facts About Ants”.  She wants to go outside 

and observe what ants do.  Riley received an ant farm for her birthday and she 

hopes she can capture some ants.  The ant farm is full of dirt that the ants can move 

around.  It is thin so Riley can see the tunnels the ants dig and watch them on a 

daily basis.
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__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

If Riley cannot find any ants, do you think
she will find another bug?
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Week 4 Day 1: Week 4 Day 1: Research a BugResearch a Bug
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Choose a bug you would like to research.

ant
bee

caterpillar dragonfly

ladybug mosquito
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